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to COLLEGE PARI, Md., Dec. VI
--•(115 —Two gun-carrying bandies
tricked their way into a bank
cashier's apartment Sunday night,
watched a cops and robbers
movie on television, and then
lured him to help rob his bank.
The cashier, Donald Bishoff,
33, told police he was forced to
hand over 25 money bags containing -thousands of dollars"
.from the night depository of the
'College Park branch of t
e
Suburban Trust Co.
William R. Reading, bank manager, said the night depository
was swollen
with
Christmas
funds. FBI agent Roberty Lally
estimated the loot at "roughly
$44,000."
Bishoff said his ordeal last
six hours, ending at 3:15 a.m.
EST today when he managed to
sqg untie himself and summon help
to his apartment.
Police reconstructed the crime
this way:
A nicely dressed man about 6feet, four inches tall knocked at
the Bishoff's apartment about
9:30 p.m. Sunday and gained
admittance by saying he had run
into Bishoff's green Plymouth
car parked outside. Bishoff let
in.
'
him
Once he was inside, the bandit
drew a gun and admitted a
masked companion. The Bishoffs
were tied up. and the tall robber
switched on the television set
with the comment that he wanted to watch "cops and robbers."
Beside watching television the
short bandit went out once for
coffeelehile Bistidef,end bie wlig.
Blanche, 27. remained tied and
P under guard of the other robber.
Apparently the robbers were
stalling for time to postpone the
crime until an hour when they
would be least likely to encounter anyone on the streets.
, Finally about 2:30 am. one of
the gunmen escorted Bishoff to
the bank where 'he was forced
to hand over the money. The
other gunman stayed with Mrs.
Bishoff and the couple's three'
year-old daughter, Dianne, who
was asleep in another room.
Bishoff was returned to' the
apartment and tied up again. The
bandits ripped the telephone out
and left. Bishoff worked himself
partly free at 3:15 a.tre and summoned
neighbor by banging on
a wall.
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Bandits Get
Away With Big
Holiday Loot
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Teen Town will meet on Wednesday from 8:00 to 11:00 at the
Murray Roller Rink. Ray Smith
and his Rock 'N Roll boys will
be on the program.
The event will be open to all
children in the county from ages
13 to 19. Admission will be one
dollar, which will include membership dues for the first quarter
of the next year.
Chaperones will be from the
Zeta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

Sale Of Bonds In
November $16,000
The sale of Series E and 13
Savings Bonds in Clilloway Co.
during November amounted to
$1'6,056 and the cumulative sales
for the eleven months totalled
$173,888.
.
In Kentucky. sales for Nevember were $3,759,639, and for
the eleven months reached $55,385,385, against the annual goal
of $67,800,000.

WEATHER
REPORT
By United Press
Southwest Kentucky — Partly
cloudy and mild today, high 55,
occasional showers tonight and
turning colder, low near 20.
Tuesday partly cloudy, windy
and colder.

Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Covington 41, Paducah 33, Bowling Green 31, Louisville 32,
.exington 35, London 32 and
lopkinsville 34.
Evansville, Ind., 35.

DUTCH

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, December 17, 1956

DISAPPOINTED

MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM THE KREMLIN

ROTTERDAM, Dec. 17 aff —
The 24,000 ton luxury liner
Statetidam. newest pride of the
Dutch Merchant Marine, w a s
towed into port by tugs today
after failing its trial runs.
The $15.8 million HollandAmerica liner failed its trial
runs in the North Sea Sunday
when two of its engines broke
down in a near-gale. Tir towing
job was $48.000.
Hundreds of persons lined the
breakwater today and cheered
the liner as it was towed inte
the port from the North Sea
where it had wallowed helplessly in the heavy seas. But it
was a sad day for the sea-loving
Dutch.

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Southern Bell
Tax Payment
Delivers Large
One of the largest tax-payment checks received by Calloway County in payment of 1956
Ad Valorem taxes was delivered
to the Sheriff today from the
Southern Bell Telephone a n d
Telegraph Company.
- The payment totaled $7,381.70
and was delivered by Southern
Bell Manager, F. H. Riddle, to
the Sheriff.
Southern Bell is one of Calloway County's largest taxpayers.
Today's check is part of an
estimated $2.275,000 tax bill to
be paid by Southern Bell to the
state of Kentucky and to the
counties and municipalities therein for the year 1956, exclusive
of income, social security, and
excise tax payments to the Fedral Government,

J. R. Story Saves
Home With Quick
Thinking And Action

Vol. LXXVII No. 298

British In "Merciless"
Attack On Egypt Commandoes
blue helmets and white jeeps.
By EDWARD INGRAM
United Press Staff Correspondent No Casualties were reported in
these incidents.
PORT SAID, Egypt, Dec. 17
U.N. officials predicted the
—Britain and France slowed Anglo-French troops would pull
their evacuation of Port Said ut within 48 hours with fell
today to recover fror4 a week- equipment. Already some 1,800
end of violence in which a -mer- UNEF troops are in Port Said
ciless" attack on Egyptian suicide with 800 Egyptian police. Anoth.
commandos. killed at least 100 er 700 members of the UNEF
persons.
are to come in this week and
U.N. officials believed this was
The United Nations Emergency
enough to restore order.
Faeces (UNEF) took over most
There were protests on all
of Port Said but some 5,000
sides. Maj. Gen E. L. M. Burns,
heavily-anned Britons and 2.000
head of the UNEF, protested to
French troops held strong posiCairo. Tbe British and French
tions in the debarkation area in
protested to the United Nations.
fear of new reprisal attacks by
the Egyptians.

Gaston Pool
Passes Away
Last Friday

The British reported a series
of 26 raids by Egyptian com41,44.•‘
SAC"
1111•Mo•
mandos during the past few days,
clinmaxed by the ambush slaying of British tanks and infantrymen Saturday night and early
HERE ARE the Official Yule season greeting cards issued by the Soviet postoffice. Left: A whiteSunday followed the latest incibearded. blue-clad gent with a pack on his back is called "Grandfather Frost," but who can misThere will be' a PTA Christ- dent.
take good old Santa Claus? Right: A Russian mother and child carry home a tree which will be
mas Tournament, sponsored by
decorated on New Year's Eve. Most cards bear inscription "C Nova Godom," which means "With
New Crisis Looms
; Kirksey PTA at the Old Gym(international)
•the New Year," or, "New Year Greetings."
Gaston L. Pool. 67, founder
A new crisis loomed tonight.
nasium in Carr Health Building
at Murray State College, Decem- (5 p.m. EST). the deadline for and president of Oak Cliff Savber 19 and 20th.
U.N. acceptance of Anglo-French ings and Loan Association, died
. There will be two games -each salvage fleets with their crews. early Friday morning at his
night. Junior High Preliminary If notacceptance comes by then, home in Lancaster following a
game and then the regular the salvage fleet is expected to lengthy illness.
Mr. James C. Williams
A business and civic leader in
totirnament game.
sail and let a partially raised
Ledger and Times
Game time for first game. will blockship. sink back to the bot- Oak Cliff, Texas and familiarly
On Wednesday evening, De- Murray, Ky.
known as "Judge" to thousands
be 6:30 p.m. and second game tom of the canal.
cembr 19, at 7:30 o'clock, the Dear Mr. Williams,
of residents west of the Trinity,
will follow.
Egypt has agreed to the use of
Today (December II
marks
five Youth' Choirs of the First
The first 'night the Junior the British and French salvage Mr. Pool founded the suburban
Baptist Church, Murray, will be the twentieeh anniversary of the
High game will be Kirksey vs vessels but only if they a r e savings instiution in October
1946, after serving 11 years as
singing in a Service of Carols. abdication of Edward VIII.
Brewers High School tournament manned by
other nations. Britain
The choirs are as follaws. Celes- Many wonder if he does not
At the December meeting of game and Kirlesey vs Murray and France have refused and Assistant Regional Counsel for
now
regard
his
action
as
foolish
the Texas-Oklahoma-New Mexico
tial, ages 4-5; Cherub, ages 6-8;
Murray W.O.W. Camp No. 592, Training School.
gave the United Nations until region of the HOLC.
Carol, ages 9-11 (girls); Crusa- . . . This has been the most the following officers were electThe second night Junior High
rainy day for over forty. Nomidnight
tonight,
local
time,
to
Mr. Pool was born Oct. 3,
der, ages 9-11 (bays); Concord,
game — Kirksey vs Faxon and
vember w a s pleasant inclitd. ed They will be installed at
1889, in Murray. and- attended
ages 12-14. They will be under
and the High Sehool game which decide
Some insisted that it was milder the regular January meeting:
The Anglo-French troops spent the Uni-ersitv of Kentucky law
the direction of Harry F. Ramp.
...0 on s u 1 Commander, James will be the championship game
than July 'and August. Two days .
rr..Okr_jeavine the univerPitt!,
.inside a barbed wire
sher, Minister of Music.
.
Past Consul, Harold Dou- will be Kirksey-Murray Training tt
Akers;
were
cold.
One
morning
there
—
Dec. 17- lk
perimeter encircling the Euro- int y tie jAlied Ihe Nashville
glas, Advisor Lieutenant. Alfred winner vs Hazel.
Miss
Lillian
Watters
will
be
was
ice.
A
lake
in
Regent's
President Eisenhower plans to
Trophies will be presented fol- pean quarter of the port area to Chattanooga and St. Louis RailL. Burkeen; Banker, Glenn Wooinvite Marshal Tito of Yugo- at the organ console and Miss Park was frozen over I saw
road as a claim adjuster. H.
den; Escort, Ivan Johnson; Wat- lowing the last game Thursday prevent a recurrence of attacks.
Shirley
Joyce
Chiles
at
the
piano.
ducks
and
pigeons
squatting
on
slavia tit) visit the United States
U.N. patrols in white jeeps mov- spent 10 yeareon the NC & St.
chman, Randall Patterson, Sent- night.
The
pastor,
Dr.
H.
C.
Chiles,
the
small
islands
Of
ice
in
the
sometime next year, diplomatic
and during that time he marri0
Price of admission: 25 (stu- ed through the tense city.
will preach the evening message. lake. Before nightfall the chilly ry, Lester Nanny; Auditors, Ran,
sources said today.
'"the girl next door", the former
Troops Fired On
dall Patterson, Rollie Kelly, &ex dents) and 50 cents.
The
public
is
'cordially
invited
days
weather
was
gone.
Many
No firm arrangements have
Danish, Swedish and Norwe- Sallie Brown, also a native ol
I have worked in my roods Bailey.
been worked out yet and no to attend.
gian' troops were fired on this Murray.
Camp
Delegates
to
the
Head
late
in
the
without
heat
until
date has been set.
Seven years as an attorney'
weekend and returned the fire,
Convention to be held at Paevening.
State Department and White
in the Kentucky State Reventie
are;
WayIAA
U.N.
March.
1957
officials
said
they
ducah
in
bebeen
A baby giraffe has just
House aides refused to discuss
lieved the U.N. men were mis- Agent's office led to his assoborn at the London Zoo. . . . I Ion Rayburn, James Rcekers, A.
the impending invitation.
ciation with the Home Owners
alternates,
Max
BaL.
Brukeen;
en
III.,
Dec.
17
taken for British despite their
CARBONDALE,
chappreached Sunday for the
But diplomatic sources said
Loan Corporation, which retainWooden,
Randall
:Glenn
iiley.,
to
today
prepared
Arlie
Pate
—
the matter is under active coned him as an attorney the first
PINE BLUFF, Ark., Dec. 17 lain at Bushy Park Base, at Patterson.
outChristmas
first
celebrate
his
United
sideration and a formal invita- AIS —The FBI Sunday night ar- present a base for the
year it was in operation. Aftei•
James Parker was voted into
Communist China in six
tion may be issued soon. Such rested Charles Edward Ranels, State Air Force. General Eisen- Camp No. 592 on a transfer side
a few months in Washington
tree
he
trimming
a
years
dy
invitations are sent only after 34, one of its "10 most-wanted" hower had his headquarters here
was sent to Houston and subcamp.
cut down himselfwon his. parents'
as Supreme Allied Commander request from another
arrangements have been quietly fugitives.
sequently to the Dallas position
farm.
of
meeting
regular
next
The
1944-45, during and after the
worked out behind the scenes. ,
which he held for more than a
The Dpartment of Justice said
He marked another change in
the camp will be held Thursday
decade.
Tito has been anxious to visit Ranels, charged with three rob- invasion of Europe.
fulfilling
life
by
of
way
1957.
his
24,
January
TRENTON.
N.J.,
Dec.
17
aff
—
For weeks the London papers night,
During the decade for which
the United States ever since beries in Kentucky netting nearhis mother Police today hunted a "religious
have been saying more about
A Christmas Basket Committee a promise to take
he served as president of Oak
Mr. Eisenhower became presihe
$60,000
in
cash
and
unsigned
time
ly
last
The
church.
to
fanatic" who set four churches Cliff Savings prior to his death,
Xmas holidays to milder climes composed of Aubrey Willoughby
dent. Representatives of his govtravelers checks, was captured or to places for snowsports. I and James Parker was appointed stepped into a church was before afire with "Molotov cocktails" Mr. Pool saw his savings instiernment have let the United
Chinese
by
the
captured
also
was
under
innear
here.
He
he
was
am told that London seems like by Consul Commander James
Sunday, including the historic tution grow from a minute fiStates know of this desire reMonticel- the deserted village during Xmas. Rogers to distribute the baskets in Korea, Dec I, 1950, he said.
dictment for an
First Methodist Church.
nancial operation 'to one of the
peatedly.
the
to
return
to
refused
Pate
Not many days ago twenty- Christmas Eye.
The first of the early morning strongest savings institutions in
The United States at first lo, Ark., robbery.
Korean
the
when
States
United
Ranels, considered "extreme, seven tons of mistletoe from
fires was at the 62 - year - old the nation. Completely devoted
ignored the hints, keeping in
war ended and went to work First Methodist Church, the third to his work and to the developmind that many Americans great- ly dangerous." had been hiding France were unloaded at Southoperator
lathe
542-a-month
a
as
ly dislike Tito and the way he out in a woods shack near here hampton. About 130 years ago
oldest church of that denomina- ment of the Oak Cliff area, he
in a Tsinan, China, paper fact- tion in
has been credited with successruns his Communist country. since September. He was re- the minstrel, Thomas Haynes
the;United States.
mind
his
changed
later
ory. He
fully playing a major role in
However, officials apparently feel portedly aided by the attractice Bayly, wrot e, "The mistletoeOfficials
estimated
$200,000
another
with
back
flew
and
now it might be wise to bring woman owner of a rural grocery bung in the castle hall, The
damage to the historic edifice in the home building industry of
turncoat earlier this month.
holly branch shone on the old
store.
Tito here.
the
heart of the downtown busi- the community.
outpaused
soldier
former
The
He was a member of the
One. reason may be that the
Opal Oneida May, 32, was ar- oak wall."
ness
district. Two other churches,
Illinois
southern
tiny
side the
By UNITED PRESS
The best quip which I have
Oak Cliff Lions Club. and of
United States, noting the grow- rested on' charge of harboring
the
State
Street
ended
Methodist
Church
services
when
More snow, sleet and freezing church
seen about London fogs menthe Methodist church in Laning-unrest among Russia's east- him.
is marketing rain were seen for sections of Sunday and told a United Press and the Church of the Open caster. He was also mayor of
ern European satellites, wants
The FBI said both would be tions a man who
belike
Bible,
was
were
ignited
within
three
life
what
that 6ie New England states today, reporter
:Lancaster in 1947 and 1948.
to make a gesture to encourage arraigned today before a U. S. handy boxes of fog so
blocks of the first fire. They sufBamboo Curtain.
Survivors include Mrs. Pool
independence from Moscow. Tito commissioner at Little Rock. one cap prove to the boss why and a new winter storm poured hind the
standard
Chinese
fered
minor damage.
He said the
and a daughter. Mrs. John Ingle,
has been the symbol of Com- Ranels has been using the name he wei late. So long as people out of Canada into the Central
the
during
improved
The fourth church set afire I also of Lancaster, and three
it Plains and the Great Lakes of living
munist independence from Mos- Gary Lynn Middlebrook, FBI merely joke about the fog,
years he worked in the paper was the First Born Church of- grandchildren. A son, Ed, was
can remain the same. Even those fegion. "
cow control ever since his break Director J. Edgar Hoover said.
approach
not
the Living God. It is about two killed during ;World War II in
mill, but still did
who complain about it change
with the Kremlin in 1948.
Officers armed with sub - only their disposition — lovely
miles from the scenes of the New Guinea when his plane was
The precipitation in the North- Americen levels.
who
youth,
machine guns prevented Ranels Britishers are taking such dis- east followed on the heels of a
,The 25-year old
other fires.
shot down after more than fifty
turn'a
called
from using a .357 caliber mag- advantage in stride. A firm of vicious Weekend storm that killed objects to being
Police Lt. Lawrence Blacking combat missions. A sister, Mrs.
roomhis
and
num revolver which was on the timber (lumber.) merchants in at least 20 persons, paralyzed coat, believes he
said investigators found bottles Bernard Whitnell, r es ides in
front seat of a pickup truck Hull has acquired horses for transportation
disrupted mate, James G. Venaris of Haw- and a gallon jug which had been Murray.
and
watclosely
thorne, Calif.. were
parked in front of the store moving timber in the yards power.
filled' with gasoline at the scene
Funeral services were held
ched during their leisure hours. of each fire.
where he was arrested.
end for local deliveries. A carSaturday afternoon in the First
it
about
The Methodist Men's Club will
They "would hear
Weathermen said the storm is
Ranels and Maynard Hollands- toon showed two camels talking.
Blacking said if the arsonist Baptist church in Lancaster,
have their regular monthly 44n... worth, 40, Radford, Va., were One jovially said, "fee had expected to be confined largely next day at the factory" if they were captured he would be ques- Texas. Pall bearers are five
too
became
ner meeting on Wednesday at charged with the $34,860 robbery rather an attractive offer to to northern New England. Most- drank too much or
of tioned about a $3.5 million fire directors of Oak Cliff Savings:
6:30 p.m. A program of Christ- of a branch of the Liberty Na- carry oil ,in one of my tanks." ly fair skies' are seen for the boisterous during an evening
last March 14 iVhich gutted St. Frank A. Hoke, M. M. Straus,
mas music will be presented by tional Bank & Trust Co., Louis- Another showed t w o soldiers southeastern states to continue a revelry in the village.
Mary's Roman Catholic Cathedral James C.• Anderson. Jr., Roland
Vencomrade,
Pate said his
Howard Olila. Rev. Howard ville, Ky., in 1954. Hollandsworth coming down the gangplank of thaw that began Sunday.
and
rectory. Msgr. Richard T. Ellis and Theo P. Beasley. and
Chinese
aris, planned to marry a
Nichols will give a brief Christ- was sentenced to 20 years in their steamship. One had on
Dr. Robert Jones,' Paul Berry,
re- girl in February. Three other Crean and two housekeepers
Connecticut
earthenware
of
Sections
large
a
head
his
and Don Dennis.
Sr..
mas story.
prison at Louisvilte this year.
died
in
already
that
fire
which authoricalled to his mained under a state of emer- Americans in the village
; Entombment will be at }UnOutdoor Christmas music and
Refills also was identified as jar. The other
local girls when ties still believed was the work
Charlie's
weekend
married
of
the
"Arry!
result
gency.as
a
shore,
had
on
friend
; crest Mauseleurn.
the Nativity scene on the church one of the gunmen who robbed
of an arsonist.
gallons."
damage Pate left.
lawn will be •heard and seen a Louisville supermarket of $2,- brought you back five what I storm that caused major
Police
pointed
out
that
Lowell
all
the
of
me
disastrous
as
reminds
the
than
them
power
lines
That
to
'identified
He
during this week . The annual 000 in 1954 and as the lone robLondon the other 1938 hurricane.
Skinner. Akron, Ohio. Albert fires had been set at about the
children's party will be held on ber who took $9,760 in cash and saw even in
Pennsylvania. a n d same hnur and no attempts had
was carrying a
he
man
A
day.
Belhomme.
Friday at 7:00 p.m. At this time $15,000 in unsigned travelers
Meanwhile, residents of t h e Howard Adams, Texas. He did been made to loot any of
heavy burden on his head. But
music recitations by the carol checks from a Lone Oak, Ky.,
for those that turned to stare communities of Spencer and not know the home town of churches.
choir ,under the direction of Mrs. bank in May 1956.
I FORT RILEY. Kan. (AHTNC)
I would have thought that I Weston. W. Va.. returned to their either Belhomme or Adams.
Gingles Wallis will be presented.
I — Army Pvt. Joe M. Hutson, son
was in the Middle East where hemes as flood waters receded
FIVE DAY FORECAST
All children of the church and
lof Mr. and Mrs. Warlick W.
one sees such many t::nes a day. In the Monongahela River. Heavy
any other child in the city, are
Drama at the Crossroads
Sincerely.
rains sent the river spilling over
Hutson. Hazel. Ky.. recently arBy United Press
Glowing
Be
Won't
Yweem;
urged to attend this party.
Roy Beaman
its banks. but dams checked the
Keniucky — Temperatures for; rived at Fort Riley, Kan., and
ELIZABETH, N.J. UP - PatrolC Bedford Place
rise of the river as it flowed into HOLLYWOOD UP - City offi- the five - day period, Tuesday is now a member of the lit
man Howard -Frankel says he
London, England
NOTICE
Infantry Division.
Pennsylvania.
cials will have to use candles if through Saturday, will average,
actually saw this happen: Two
near the Kentucky normal of ' Hutson is a mechanic in ComTog continued to blanket parts they want the Christmas trees 37 degrees. Turning colder Tues- pany B of the division's 761st
A Christmas party for the cars stopped at a traffic light. A
THIEF DEFIES POLICE
Milwaukee UP - Police today of the Ohio Valley and extended along Hollywood Blvd. to glow day and warmer abteit Thurs- Ordnance Battalion, He CompletPrimary 11 Department of the woman got out of one and threw
bulbFirst Baptist Church will be held a wedding ring at the second car. sought a thief who took a purse along the Eaatern Seaboard states this year. After the giant
day. Precipitation
average, ed basic training at Foil Chaffee,
on December 19 at 3:30 p.m. The Both autos then drove off. The containing $42 from a desk in south to Florida Rain pelted the laden trees were put up, it was 5.4 to
•
inch as rain or snow Ark.
in
workmen,
discovered,
that
coast
and
partly
The 22-year old soldier is II
pupils will exchange gifts. Boys ring was held by police in the the Safety Building and then North Pacific
tonight and in the east pohion
boulevard,
had
coverpaving
the
Tuesday. Another period of rain 1913 graduate of Hazel High
will bring gifts for boys and the event the impulsive woman has a discarded it on a stairway near cloudy and colder weather
School.
reached to the northern Rockies. ed up the lighting system.
likely Thursday or Friday.
girls will bring gifts for girls.
the police chief's office.
change of heart.

J. R. Story's quick action and
quick thinking prevented what
could have been a tragic fire
last Saturday. Story saw smoke
pouring from the home of Bennie Page of 1707 Farmer Ave.
on Saturday about 5:30 p.m.
He called the fire department,
then entered the home and forced his way through the dense
smoke to the kitchen. The cabinets were blazing.
Story got the dish spray from
the kitchen sink and used it to
extinguish the fire .in the cabinets. By the time firemen arrived, he had the fire under
control. The cabinets were damaged, but other damage was
attributed to smoke only.
Fire Chief Flavil Robertson
praised Story for his quick thinking which prevented a bad house
fire.
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Christmas Tourney
To Be Held This
Week At Old Gym

7,(1.

Youth Choirs Will
Give Service Of
Carols Wednesday

•••••••••••••••

Letter To Editor

James Rogers
Named Head
WOW Camp

or

Tito May Visit
In United States
vt,A•ffekTON,

Objects To Being
Called A Turncoat

One Of To Ten
Criminals-Cliught

Police Seek Fanatic
Who Set Fire To
Four Churches

4e

$11,500

New Winter Storm
Pours Into Nation

Methodist Men
Meet Wednesday

Mrs.

Hazel Boy Arrives
At Fort Riley
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY •

THE LEDGER & TIMES Bears And Giants To Meet
For National Leagile. Title

all." Rickey declared when informed, the veteran Dodger had
been traded to the Giants.
'
,He'll have a great year with
the Giants playing first base
If he gets his weight down,
he'll ha"t as good a year as
PITTSBURGH '414 — litraneb
he eve- had."
Rickey Sr.. w h o as general
maneser of the Brooklyn DodgRickey said the trade, which
ers brought Jackie Robinson into sent Rubinson to the Giants
the major leagues, predicted that for pitcher • Dick Littlefield and
his one-time protege will "have an estimated $50,000 in cash,
a geeat year" with the New was a "good deal for New York
York Giants.
and it could be a good deal for
-My judgment is that Robbie Brooklyn, too."
is not through as a player at
Rickey retired last yetit.-

Robinson Will Have
Good Year With
Giarts Says Rickey

eetililialID ST LEDGER di TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. tar.
Consolidation of the Murray L•dger, The Calloway Times. and The
Times-Herald. October 20. 1928, and the WAt KentucklaN Januany
II. l942.

by brawls alter Bobby Layne
By EARL WR,GRT
iii tne osiers was knocked, mkt by
United Prins Spots Writer
The Chicago Bears, charge° tie .4elltlOWS in the Set'0110 guarwith "deliberate dirty football" ter
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor. by Detroit -Lions. and the New
Charges "Dirty Football"
x Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for tke bes: York Giants,. often called -toe
.••• -a•!•Auei...e duty foulinterest of our readers.
nice" by their coach will clash lnail," Leech away Parker at
tor the National licague chain- the Lions &SUL -tie ifideautiwsl
pioilship Dee. 3t( at Yankee ,
••L• LAW it•LenVaLPUS to PO the
REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE
NATIONAL
CO.. 13F3 Stadium.
warn he,
'pee tie cue ii .0
MOSU'ea. Memphis, Tenn ; 250•4Ark Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
be the first time these was w•iii Plilsourgh site& year •
ye., Chicago. 80 Bolyston St.. ;ffton.
old rivals have appeared in the 5510 A.ViCAUUN'a •11(1 alAitUi (Lied/
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New York won the Eastern Di1•14Ue, WOO /Ca L•Ci•Ull to two
vision crown Saturday by defeateue sou twee western Owling the Philadelphia Eagles, 21-7. *Ault Utica 111 Lhe APO LI\ e years, I
Tne Bears captured
tne game. iste
Weinern aid not return
;honors Sunday by whipping De- it s uoututul U MI one men
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uay in their Wrigley Field lair.
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seuring run LP Me SAL`CutIt,
The Murray Lions Club climaxed its busiest year by
permit* put Inc clears in Iron,. to
holding the annual Ladies Night last Tuesday evening
LAta•les, *1141 Wale uintoe.a
in the Woman's Club House. Lion president. R. L. Wade,
LU 12 p.rtli ay the lia&ULS ULM
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general manager of the Pittsburgh Pirates but still remains
with the club as an advieer.
bore in 1947. Rickey
As Broukly
tkr o k e the majors' traditional
rate
se to bring Robinson up
from etontreal.

SANTA, CLAUS PARTED
LOS ANGELES...RP - Police
reported today that some one
Stole Sable Claus from a Christmas display in the front yard
of Hnward Clouse. pronounced
Claus.

fit

as

•

synitearnox aAmts:

the Ideal Christmas Gift
a
a s.

10 Years Ago This Week

presided over the program which followed the dinner.
Murray High School honored its 1946 Western .Kentucky Championship football squad last night with a
banquet given at, the high school.
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SYDNEY. Australia
— Au- two, OlLy ti,) the 1,144 gain....a to
Arian bokies have rented their
,z.eve Van cierrn oh emi.tae.iplua
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield. Jr., will be hostesp to the stars at 10 to 1 or better as in i49.
favorites
to
whip
the
United
Friday bridge club at her home at 2:30 p.m.
in SuiiCiay'S other games. LaStates in the Da•is Cup chalDr. and Mrs. 0. C. Wells. Jr.. of McKenzie. Tennes- lenge
ban -scored twice to' tear., we
round and pro tennis prosee, were weekend guests of the former's parents. Dr. moter Jack Kramer
Ltecago t...anclinets to a k4-1 vicheartily conand Mrs. 0. C. Wells.
curred today with the one-sidel tory over the Lieveland drowns,
Tea Itarchabruda threw t w u
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Darnell of Almo announce the odds.
-It is a shame but our fellows touctinewn passt.s as the Pittsmarriage of their daughter. Dorothy Nell to Mr. Ted haven't got a - player
agains, burg Steeiers shut out the Wash-'
Atkins of near Murray. .
the Austiallans," Kramer said august iieasitins, 23-u, Norm Vanl
as he sat in his hotel room nrockun threw two scoring piu:Mr. and Mrs. John Workman and Bobby.and Mr. and directing
his
pro tour. ses to lean the Los Angeles stains
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen were in Paducah last Saturday to "Our starsAustralian
.111-21 victory over toe tareen
of the moiaent
shop.
are very dim ones and there clay Packers and' ? it. Title
are no new ones glittering on scoreo twice to par, the San
the horizon. Vic Seixas, our top e'rancssco eurty-Nimrs to a 30- ,
'
*
man. is over the hill and. he 17 triumph itiver the Baltimore •
'• **.
• 4;
certainly doesn't figure to win Lolls at San Francisco.
Te
., / ,
any matches."
Ail the teams in:cep. the Red- '
. ••..t....
:
4'...s--•...•
\'6'
Then, many by man, he went rkins
......!..and Cults, who play .Sun-.
' .-.1,...,,••N..,
4 . • . ' .. --Z:'-'•
.
over
the
weakness of the United
.
. •..?•":..-".1.- .1. •-• • ..
day at Baltimore, have completed
States team which will
-.......'
• 1L."..4 1••••••c • •:-. . .: '• •
.- 0../.: ....".:* • - f.
PUIY their regular seasons.
Irene at • Perth this weekend I
he standings:
JP • i• '
x
\
"\
.'
for the right to meet Australia I
'••\
•
. 'A/
in the challenge round.
Eastern Division
4.... *.
N. Grass Game
W L T Pct.
"Our No. 2 man, Herbie nem. Chicago
/,‘•
Cards .... 7 5 0 .383 ,
has no grass court game." Krama' •!..
'Washington
8 5 0 .545
er said. -He would be tougher i
..ii,.
5 7 0.
'
on hard courts but his serve Cleveland
i .•0* ti
Pittsburgh
5 7 0 .417
isn't hard enough for
3 8 1 .273
Sammy Giamrnalva is a grass'
good Philadelphia
i
4....•i:
Western Division
competitor out he doesn't have
the equipment • to be a player
V/ L T Pct.
a-Chicago Bears .. 9 2 1 .818
ii ‘
of Davis Cup caliber.
,*, •••4 '
"Mike Green's game simply Detrcat
.530 .750
',\ •••'•
has come along too slowly whi!e San Franciso
5 6 1 .455
\ \*•%•
he doesn't have a good second Baltimore
4.7 0 .384
e 4\ •
service and lacks speed. As tel. Los Angeles
4 '8 0 .333
Mike Franks, he has more shot.;I Green Bay
4 8 0 .333
•
and better equipment but he
,...41
Sunday's Results
just does not seem to get his Pittsburgh 23 Washington 0
•'...a*.
4 ......*
.• .--- _
game up."
Chicago Cards 24 Cleveland 7
•• • 'I.* •!---":.
•-..--4 •• •.• - -• -;.;: -;.': -''
Nor. according to Kramer, are Chicago Bears 38
.• '••••-."--- ---- •_:__ *•----- ii-j.. -/-•
Detroit 21
- -• *
.
the approaching years likely Li! San Francisco
_— .
• • ...
30 Baltimore 14
4.. :
li t' • • 41...;-i.i....
be much kinder to the U. S. Los
Angeles 49 Green Bay 21
amateur hopes.
Only games -scheduled
"There are very few kids with
x-Clinched division title.
real potential." he contencts.•
-Ron Hulburg of Brooklyn ard,
Louis
Earl Euchh°11z of
ha‘e
the best potential SIbut they don't
get the competition they need.
Wrong Schools
"They should have gone 1,i
PITTSBURGH ei —Ric-herd
school in California where they
As we celebrate the day of His
can get the opposition t hey Kadis, Geneva College linen.an
• who ha:. been in a coma since
need."
birth, may its inspiration bring you the
a brain injury in a toteAustralia is "loaded" vi it h 'suffered
.
young hopefuls and the land •'ball game last Sept. 24, was
peace and love He wished for the world...
down under should rule amateur transferred today to.a, hospital
ranks for. years. Kramer con- in Cleveland, his home town.
may all the blessings of Christmas dwell in
Doctors -authorized the .reniiiiytinued. ..
.,
your home and your heart always.
Meanwhile. the U. S. is going , al of the 21-year-old payer after
its he showed
to have to get Mad" abo
signs of coming
ut(
An
tennis much like the alumni , of the 76-day coma. Te hat; been
when _a,., college football team !immobilized since 'his collapse on
goes back, according to - Big tne way' back to Peaver halls
•Jack.•
• •
• • • • • -- • • • • • -• • • • •I•following. the.Geneva.---Wayrietrie
,
spend 1 burg game.
tball,tioFi
llane
litas
anyd infop.ronu
efbam
•la
t a
a'
'tad's,'a husky 2(.0-pounder at
itet the koi' intertut in the. t-he time of his tragie ace:dent,
game." he said. "Tennis is cleing , recently -showed
a Meer of imthe same thing but it has a provement.
his eyes. St.. Srancis Hospital
long way to ipi and until it :authorities
said he has opei.ed
going to ,
sells the sport we re go
Yawned. and ',begun
hi in bad international stetpe."
;moving his hands and feet' but
..e,4.14%;•-,:ipf-A;;M„gpis:46-0-=.4,-A=Zrfsir,ogisAWAVitsigiriagiagits==s-J..X16 ; still can't
talk to his parents.
. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kadis
•
I have maintained a cons'aat vigil
,at the bed.si5e iif their son. The
, fath-r. a Cleveland restaurant
,owner. rerited an apartment here,
ana he and his wife remained at
the hospiiel , nearly 20 hours a
day.
• - -• "They've-deme everything possibte fur him, here at St_ Fran••••
:cis." Kadis said. "Everybody has
Loan kind and good to us. Well
•
, alv.-ay sbe grateful to them."
The youth, an economics major!
at Geneva, recovered a fumble!
• 'hat huiped give his team a 12-6
•-ictory.over Waynesburg. On the
,p back from Waynesburg. he
,-iii!apriesti on the bus and was
.,ken to Greene County Memoral Hospital.
Physicians there- advised immediate sorgery and he was
i,rought. to Pittsburgh for the (Speration which was performed at
3 am. - the next morning.
Kadis. will receive additional
treatment at Deaconess Hospital,
at Cleveland.
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Our-very best
wishes to all
our friends for
a happy Holiday.
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Murray Marbik
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•

111 Maple Street

ANNOUNCEMENT

of

JERRY and LARRY NORSWORTHY

Murray, Kentucky

are pleased to announce they are the
Owners and Operators
of the NEW

Open House

Shell Service Station

on Saturday, December 22, 1956

NEW CONCORD ROAD
at City Limits

between the hours of 3 and 8 o'clock

Phone 106

• -

•-•:**1*11110811.1111ME

Peoples Bank
invites you to an

Give he0 a pair of lovely luxurious, Nlite Life
Slippers. Beautifully styled to pigase her eye,
yet softly crafted to provide year 'round cozy
comfort. Corne in now and choose from a wide
variety of colors and styles.

01

FIVE POINTS

Phone 2075

"Your Business Appreciated"

;i

•

_

17, 1956

PANTSI)

Police
some one
a Christbent yard
pronounced
-
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Number One
Pest Is The
Common Cold

o'

aptuf

United Press Science Editor

144,61

frt,

NEW YORK UP - Although the
cold virus never killed anyone, it
is perhaps, the nation's number
one pest which costs the nation's
economy billions of dollars annualy in lost industrial production
and in lessened personal efficiency.
Business would like to have it
licked, and science would like
nothing more to lick it, since
the -scientist or scientists who I Science knows the virus evists
turn the trick would be honored .because you can put a swab into
at once as major benefactors'the nose of a person with a cold.
of mankind. To hasten the coming I then put that swab into the nose
of that happy day. businessmen iof a person without a cold, and
and scientists have formed the be reasonably sure the second
Common Cold Foundation to back person will come down with a
cold in two or three days. But
swab as much as you like and
you'll never pick up a cold
virus anywhere in the body but

rur best wishes to you
on this
Hippy Christrnris 14,-,11•11v.

PASCHALL'S
RADIO & TV
SALES a- ri
R-D
#

-

and co-ordinate research.
So far progress has been nill.
The chief obstacle is an appalling
ignorance of the intimate chemical nature of the virus. No one
has ever seen one-it is too small
to come within the range of the
most pwoerful microscopes. Indeed, the evidence that it exists
is all cirumstantial.
Only In Two Animals
To complicate efforts to dispel
the ignorance, the virus shows its
baleful characteristics in only two
animals-man and the chimpanzee. The use of the former for
experimentation is strictly limited, and the latter is an extremely
expensive
laboratory
animal, both in original cost and
in maintenance in health and
well-being.

1.

Hazel, Ky.

in the nose.
Strangely, human volunteers
who have been infected with cold
virus develop a cold which can't
be transmitted to other human
beings by contact or intimate
association, That complicates research because the cold virus -in
nature" hasn't the slightest difficulty getting around among
people.
It has been estimated that
Americans collectively have 400,-

PAGE THREE

000,000 colds a year. Dr. Abner do the body's defenses deal with
M. Fuchs of New York University the _cold virus? Obviously they
Post-Graduate Medical School, deal with it most sucessfully
author of the most resent and au- quite
frequently.
Dr.
Fuchs
thoritative summary of science's thought that research into this
"natural colds" nearly always 'question could be no less fruitful
originate "through contact with 'than studies, of the virus itself.
someone else who has a cold."
He estimated that about half
the colds, really have an allergic
Drafts of No Effect
He found that "chilling and flare-up in. the nose-"allergic
drafts appear to have no effect rhinitis." A doctor, through ceron susceptibility," which points tain tests, can tell the differenceto another prime question-How the layman can't. People who

•••••••••

•

,.•
1r•
.

CUTLERY MAKES A
GOOD GIFT ITEM-

:
3
•
O

A good set of cutlery is a
gift idea to keep in mind for
housewife. It will give alifetime of satisfaction in service
and mealtime preparation, says
Mrs. Gladys Morris, home management specialist at the University of Kentucky.
More important than the appearance or cost is the material
of which it is made. High carbon
stainless steel has the advantage
of holding an edge well, and
yet it doesn't stain. Ordinary
stainless steel may not hold
an edge so well, as part of the
carbon is replaced with chromium. Venadium steel is also
hard, holds a good edge, and
doesn't stain.

14

The carving knife, which is
one of the most used pieces,
should have a blade with a Oirly
long thin curve to assist in geting around a bone. The blade
should be slightly flexible.

f

-4-L it came upon

106
issousoon

a mibniabt clear, may the

I

joy of Christmas shine anew in
your heart, and its abundant graces
enrich your days throughout the coming year:

•

Stoke Tractor & Implement Co.
HAYDEN MORRIS
ARTHUR FARMER
EDWIN STOKES
WILLIAM D. ELDRIDGE

BUD SOWELL
JOHN STAMPS

Good knives are often recognized in the manner in which
the blade is fastened into the
handle. The extension of the
blade into the handle shoUld
be at least half the length of
the handle, and fasten by two
or three good-sized rivets. In
cheap knives, the shank of the
blade, narrowed to a point, is
pushed into the handle and held
by a small nail or a metal collar,
If the wo9d becomes softened
in water, the blade may pull
out.

hove "colds" constantly, ought to
find out if they realy have coldi
because medicine can do things
for ajergies.
Incidentaly this close similarity between ,the cold rhinitis
and allergic rhinitis is the basis
of the popularity of anti-histamines will give temporary relief
for some'allergic flare-ups, wideout curing, of courpe•,- but medical
science has found the powerless
against the cold virus.
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Loads of thanks to our many good friends for
yOur loyal patronage throughout the year. May you all enjoy a
•

very happy Holiday Season
and •New Year filled with 365
days of health, happiness and good fellowship.
•

Tidwell Paint Store
1210 West Main

Planter's
Tractor &
Equipment

Handles should be easy to
grasp and feel comfortable to
the hand even when used for
a long period of time. They are
usually of wood or plastic. Plastic handles are molded be heat
and are strong and durable with
no cracks to collect dirt. However, they may break with rough
usage.

Pa

SturlAnkor's Supercharged Golden Hawk—the only sports car that's
a 5-passengerfamily car, too. Just one of 18 new Studebaker models.

3.

,-,hristmas

Cross town or cross country, Studebaker's new engine with its built-in supercharger is the best answer to all driving conditions. You get super power whenever
you want, and in "stop-and-0' driving, you get real economy, too. It's one of the

•

big differences Craftsmanship makes in these more carefully built Studebakers.
Drive one at your dealer's today.
wreathed in
Our Christina. message is
with gratitude
good wish* and garlanded
our =any friends.
for the privilege of serving all

Ashland Oil & Refining Co.
E. T. WINCHESTER, Agent

Studebaker-Packard

Greenfield
Fabrics

COR'PORATIOr'N

°Mow

Cl/f/orttf.tmerguie, conza

Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Greenfield
Cadiz Road

•

••
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PACE FOUR
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Women's Page
Jo Burkeen, Editor

Club

Phone 694-M-4 or 703-j

News

Weddings

•
- "••r••••

Mrs. R. I!. Robbins
Entertains Rook
And '/aimble Club

•

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Mrs. R. H. Robbins eteertainea
Monday. December 17
a children's Christmas party at
the members of the Book and
The Young Women's Sunday the club house
at four-forty-flve
Thimble Club at a dinner held School Ciass of the First Baptist
o'clock. Bring a gift for your
at her home on Olive Street on Church will have a dinner meet! child not to exceed one dollar.
Thursday evening, December 13. ;tag at the Woman's Club House 1
• •• •
•
Mrs. Iva Gilbert was cohostess. at six-thirty .o'clock.
Circle elo. 1 of t! e WSCS of
The house was gaily decorated '
•.• •
, the First Methodist Church will
for the occasion with beautiful , Circle V of the WSCS of :he
rneet at two-thirty o'clock at the
Christmas arrangements. To fur- ' First Methodist Church will have
home of Mrs. Luther Robertson.
ther enhance the Christmes scene their Christmas dinner party at '
•• • •
was the Woe from the ,rd eand- six-thirty o'clock at UV social :
Circle IV of the WSCS of the
lea.
, hall of the church.
.
First Methodist Church will meet
Gifts were,. exchanged by the
• • ••
' • ' II) the social hall of the educegroup.
,
•
Tuesday. December 18
!tional building at two -. thirty
Those preaent were Mrs rect..
The Fidelis Sunday Schoel , o'clock. Be sure
to bring ChristLassiter, Mrs. Lutner Jacks,..n, Class of the First Baptist CIL:rcl
?Las gifts to building fund.
Mrs. Carol Lassiter, Mrs. Ruth wiil have a dinner meeting at
•• • •
Chambers. Mrs. Ray Buckingham. .he club house at six - thlr.y , Circles
of the WMS of t h e
Mrs. Lester Fat i-.1..T. Mr: De-wt y ,........ek
I Me•morial Baptist Church will
Jones. Mrs. I, note Stir ...:. Mrs
• • ••
. meet as f Illows: Eva Wall with
Greene W.., rt, Mrs l'.:.,:•;, R, e,.
The Zeta Department of the ' Mrs; C. J. Bradley
at two o'clock;
Mrs. CI.,burt. and Mr,
.
Woman's Club will I lee Mamie Taylor with
M
Mrs. Lester
-a.M1=•=1/
Garland and Business Women
t with Mrs Claude Miller at
seventhirty o'clock.
— SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT —
•• •
No Student Tickets, Passes or Courtesy
Circle No. 2 of the WSCS of
Tickets of Any Kind Admitted.
4, the First Methodist Church will
meet at 2:30 with Mrs. Italie
ADMISSION
45c - 15c
!Pun:torn and Mrs. E. W. Maxedon
will have charge of the program.

Underwood Home Is
Scene Of Afeeting
Of Hazel JUSCS

Activ
'
ities

Locals

The love*, colonial home of
Rev. and Mrs. J. E. Underwood
of Paris, Tenn., was the scene
of the meeting of the Woman's
Society of Christian Service of
the Hazel Methodist Church held
on Wednesday, December 12, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Robert Taylor, chairman,
opened the meeting
Mrs. Olga Freeman presented
an interesting devotion using as
her subject, "For All Children."
She said at this season of the
year we should be mindful of
all children everywhere.
The beautiful story of "The

•

Thursday. December 20
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Gerald
Trimble at ten o'clock.
Friday, December 21
The New Concord Homemakers
Club will meet with, Mrs. Taft
Patterson at ten o'clock.
••••
The
Protemus
Homemakers
Club will meet with, mrs..L. A.
Rowland at ten ceelock.

MONDAY — DECEMBER 17, 1956
Littleliest Angel" by Cherie i
the Members and two Visitors,
Taliewell was read by Mrs.
Carl
Ernest Unoe.wood and Mrs.
Dickerson. ."Joy to the World"
lotBney, the latter oeconting a
and other approapriate carols
new member:
were played throughout t h e
The next meeting will be held
evening on a record player.
Mrs. Marvin Parks opened her in the htfme of Mrs.
A. D. Stark.
The house was beautifully dechome for the meeting of t h e
•..• • •
orated with Christmas arrangeHarris Grove Homemakers Club
ments Refreshments, carrying out
held on Wednesday, December 12,
the Christmas motif, were served
at ten o'clock in the morning.
from the dining table overlaid
The devotion was given by
with a pink linen cloth and cenMrs. Marvin Biltingtoe. An inMr. and Mrs. Frank Hargis,
tered with a beautiful arrangeteresting book revIessf was given 1205 Poplar Street,
announce the
ment of gold magnolia leaves on
by Mrs. Marvin Parks.
marriage of their daughter. Mara silver tray flanked by gold
Farm and Home Week was ion, to G. C. Cain, son
of Mr. and
candles in silver •candelabra.
discussed. Remerks were made Mrs Bill Cain, 302
North Seventh
Mrs.. Wilter Mischke presided by the
president, Mrs. Bill Wrath- Street.
at the coffee service and Mrs. Cr,
and the county home demonThe attendants were Miss Juk
Alston Norwood assisted in the
stration agent, Mrs. Barletta Shoemaker and
Harold Moss. V
hostesses' duties.
Wrather.
. The ceremony was performed
Twelve members and 1 w o
Gifts were exchanged and on Saturday, Decemb
er 1. at noon.
guests, Mrs. Mischke and Mrs sunshin
e friends were revealed. Others atterding
were Dwain
Norwood, were present.
A delicious dinner .was. served to Spence and
r
Gene Roberts.

!Mrs. Marvin Parks
'Hostess For Meet
:Harris Grove Club

114

Hargis-Cain Vows
Are Solemnized

• • ••

The Lydian Class of the First
7-bp
Church will have a dinner meet at the eome of Mrs.
Noble Farris at seven o'clock.
• is • •
The Kirksey Homemakers Club
' will meet in the home of
Ruby llousden 'at ten o'clock.
••• *
The Penny Homemakers Club
1 will meet in the home of
Mrs.
. Delia Graham at ten o'clock
.
ass.
Wednesday. December 19
Th J N Williams chapter
of
have its Christmas
n at the Murray
Electric
.!
at one o'clock.
• 4: • •
Eat Hazel Homemakers
meet with Mrs. Robert
Kele, at ten o'clock.
• *•
The Paris Road Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Elmer
Collins at ten o'clock.

ELVIS

PRESLEY
co-starring
Debra
PAGET
and
Richard
EGAN
`"•••

, ..1•••••
".•

6..••••••

•

•

• 17.• t.
:00
‘5-

•
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;•••••••••••
•
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PICTURES
Make Lovely Gifts

'DINETTE SETS
Many lovely styles-in Wrought Iron - Brass or:Chrome

North Murray Club
Dinner Meet
.4 t Gingles' Home
The North
HQS

Murray Homemakers
Club held its regular meeting at
'he home of Mrs. Fred Gingles
on Farmer Avenue on Tuesday.
December 11, at eleven o'clock
in the morning. .
Mrs. Ottis Patton who was the
lesson leader for the month prepared a delicious turkey dinner
arid served the members a n
d
guest.' The house was decorated
n the Christmas motif.
Preceding the dinner Mrs. Bunn
Swann asked the blessing.
Members present were Mrs.
Carl Kingins, Mrs. Will. Rose.
Mrs. K. T. Crawford, Ottis Patton. John Workman. Fred Gingles, Bunn Swann, C. B. Crawf ard. and B. J. Hoffman. A guest
was Mrs. B. C. Grogan.

May His message of
peace and good will
be remembered by all,
this Christmas season.

Wilson Produce
111 East Main

LAMPS
For All Occasions

CHAIRS

• TABLE

In all the latest, most attractive styles

LAMPS

:• FLOOR LAMPS

and fall!' -.

SMALL APPLIANCES

For

RE AL W. \YS WELCOME GIFTS

AB):

FAMOUS BRANDS
• Toasters
.0 Percolator
,

Lasting Gift
cf

•

May the spirit of peace and
good will of this joyous Christmas season abide with you and
yours now and always.

Furniture

:nAffiliexeGrsr:
'Dry and Stearn Jr

WROUGHT IRON

Jeffrey's •

Use Our

••••

• MAGAZINE RACKS
• FLOOR LAMP-TABLES
• WASTE BASKETS
• SMOKE STANPS

1-AY-A-WAY SERVICE

'WE WILL BE OPEN
Each Evening 'Til Christmas

Until 8'O'clock

HuIRMAN

FURN
„IrTURE,

•

0-15m

•

•

—7ZAozi4440mr74**i

•
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1BER 17, 1956
I and two visitors,
Unat:wood and Mrs.
latter (*coming a

I.

eiV2

W174IT PTIFI
•
smr

New Concord is almost new

rain Vows

els

after all these years. It's post

etnnized
Mrs. Frank Hargis,
Street, announce the
their daughter, MarCain, son of Mr. and
a, 902 North Seventh

Wishing you season's
cheer in abundance.
And may it linger in
your heart all year!,

ants were Miss Jack
nd Harold Moss. w
ony was performed
December 1. at noon.
.ding were Dwain
Gene Roberts.

=114to
4.

J

ust a

Dowdy & Gardner Garage

friendly greeting to wish

you and yours all the joys of a
Merry Christmas and a New Year

Concord Road

full of healthy and happy days.

411

•

— MURRAY, KENTIICKT

Down
Concord Way

•

fleeting will be held
of Mrs. A. D. Stark.
•.• • •

•••,11.r,"

'YULETIDE GREETINGS

College Cleaners

office is now moved up to
the
new part on the highway,
and
a new post master, Joe
, Pat
Coleman, is reigning.
Young Billy Kingings has
moved to his home, the former
Johnnie Dunn place.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Pittman
will soon be returning to Detroit
latter a few weeks visit
to
Calloway.
Mrs. Virgie Lovins is now
convalescing from a broken hip
and is able to talk to her callers
from her wheel chair often.
She
wishes she had kept a register
. the many whe have
of
dropped
in and. helped so mach to
pass
the long hours of confinement
since September 9. l'hy colt
never know how much each
visit was appreciated.
Two young ministers,,ont, Bro.
Jones cif Poplar Siirirtgs, and
Bro. Edwards of Suphur Spring
have both called at the Lovins
home recently. Bro. Jones lives
in Louisville but taisev,tinm on
his weekend trips to remember
the shutins. We are very sorrv toilet's''of
the death of Prince c.ellliw -.,That
is one car Wreck .w1141could
not have been • Vie *stilt 'Of
reckless driving. The Collins boys
have lived quietly ttigEtther as
bachelors on their humble, but
well kept little farm for years,
and if they ever violated a law
made by man, or God I believe
it was unintentional, but their
eye sight and their hearing has
no doubt failed with the years.
School children are looking
forward to Christmas but especially at Buchanan colds a r e
causing many absentees.
One day there were three
substitute teachers. We saw an
old acquaintance, Mrs. Elizabeth
Winchester, expounding grammar
from one of our class rooms
that day.
The true Christmas spirit is
being shown by the generosity
of people who have responded
to the story about Young Larry
Bingham of Livingston County
who will because of muscular
depstrophy perhaps enjoy his
last Christmas this time.

GS
As the wise men found Him
the humble manger of
t item,pay we find in our hearts
an increased measure of devo--tienle the shining glory of His
message. In the true spirit of
Christmas, we extend our warm, eat greetings and best wi.thes to

57.

, one and all.

Lerman Bros:

-.144
Irk
tiltVelg
7

1110

••••••el
-wigs

.•
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•

•
•
•
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ENJOY JEWELED SWANK
Don't worry about r.laining the
like-new good :noirs cf your
favorite beaded, *jeweled or
embroidered sweater or blouse. '
When it's soiled, turn it over to us
for Sanitone Service and it will
conic hack to you as colorbright, as cashmere soft as the
.day you bought it and with the same
Ture-flattering perfect fit.
•
*

•
Our sincere thanks to all our

kind friends for their continued patronage and

_
B. G. Wilson Service Station
our best wishes for a happy holiday.

TEXACO

Insist on

Sanitone

601 S. 4th Street

Dry Cleaning
For Loveliness that Lasts

4,1

,eavyta.
' ARE RNITS YOUR PROBLEM?
We can solve it to a queen'a
taste ...and yours!Each
cleaning is guaranteed to restore
colors, patterns and textures to
like-new freshness and to retain
that moulded-on look which
gives knits their greatest charm.

Gift

Happy

1.!

FOR LOvFL1NTSS THAT
LASTS AND LASTS ...

holiday wishes to you,

Our Sanitone Service is
wonderful for your party
dresses, too! So thorough
it gets out even perspiration
and embedded dirt, yet
so gentle it's perfectly
safe for the most delicate
of fabrics! And, of course
—there's nothing like
Sanitone for your everyday
dry clearing needs.

our frieuds and Customers,
and sincere Maks for
the pleasel of seriinf yes.
May your Yuletide be bright

IP 7

with

all the season's joys.

For every dry cleaning
need ...call for
service today.

,

L&R Phillips 66

Parker Pop Corn Co.

MAX LOVETT
BILLY ROBERTS
Fourth and Chestnut

4z*e

Seintione Servtce is Notionally Ad‘orPised In
The Splyrcloy EVenibil intst 04$hAndies' Hem.Joternal
,11•••••

BO NE
409 MAPLE

11. •••••

5
.

Laundry and
Cleaners
PHONE 333

••••••...

1
•••••11

•
1;#
•
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and the members answered the Mr. dies, greenery, and a large red
Piiiiither against a background of nestled tiny Italian lights.
roll call by go.ing the place
candle.
white
a
and Mrs. Santa Claus, she with goblet held
!'lwhite silk leaves.
would like to go on a
they
filled
A small goldee cornucopia
The Kirksey Junior 4-H had vacation. There were readings
Hanging spheres of gold and ggold-glittered spectacles, and
with tiny fruit was on the its monthly meeting December
of poems by Ronnie Hanley,
silver were used in the library lighted red tapers formed the
night table. On the door was, the 12 at 9:15 a.m. The meeting Cynthia Ezell, Betty Junes and
•
with another angel orches- centerpiece. Red felt socks were
More than 300 persons toured on the door.
aio
of the children, a sugar- was called to order by the presi- Janice Perry. Songs were led
Members of the two clubs tra in deeper shades and design. hung on either side of the fire delight
the enchanted first Holiday House
to a small white plum wreath with scissors attach- dent, Michael Palmer.
addition
the
in
place
kept
guests,
by songleader, Mary Beth Bitsattractively
the
were
cards
greeted
Christmas
decobeautifully
'is& Murray, the
ed conveniently.
The secretary read the minute treasure. There was a discussion
sequined sock.
hostesses - displayed on felt hangers.
rated home of Mr. and Mrs. E. J. register and served as
general
Huie
was
Eaf
Mrs.
Attractive wrought iron hurabout projects and project leadthe
The dining table was draped
3eale on Coldwater Road, Tues- in all the rooms throughout
of the beautiful event. Hood; Mrs. G. B. Scott; Mrs. A. F. ers.
hours: The entrance hall featured with green satin overlade with ricane lamps with burning red chairman
lay.
Mrs. H. C. Corn is president of Doran; Mrs. V. E. Windsor; Mrs.
Helen K. McCallum, Reporter
an arrarngement of golden drift- 'nylon net and tear drops of tapers were lovely on the large
Sponsored by the J,pnior
As- Igold. The French antique brass dresser. A gay red feather wreath the Senior Rose and Garden J. E. Littleton; Mrs. A. 0. Woods.
Senior Rose and Garden Clubs wood and pink carnations.
Airman, 66, Re-enlists
Junior Club members are: Mrs.
gay scales used.on the table had two was at a window. The old fash- Club and Mrs. John Quertermous
if Murray, Holiday House was cending the stairway were
Manchester, N. H. UP - Air
Jack Bryan; Mrs. James R. AllChristmas tree was on heads the Junior Club.
ioned
PresElvis
Champagne
including
pink
of
figures
felt
arrangements
clubs
the
of
members
inspired by
Other members of the clubs britten; Mrs. James Lassiter; Mrs. Force Sgt. Roy Baxter, 65, began
the floor strung with cranberries
for the enjoyment of the people ley and a pony-tail hair-do maid- 'ruses. and frosted grapes in pink
are: Mrs. L C. Parker; Miss Louis C. Ryan; Mrs. W. C. Elkins; a new six-year hitch today. Baxsurrounded
and
popcorn
and
among
arrangements
'others
as
well
Other
'n
as
green.
Phone $64-J
and
1 Murray who' love beautiful t
Cappie Beals; Mrs. J. I. Hosick; Mrs. Glenn Doran; Mrs. Heron ter, the second oldest enlisted
in pink were used at vantage by gaily wrapped gifts. A brass
hings. Guests from Paris. Padu- greenery.
said,
forces,
armed
hurricane lamp filled with tiny Mrs Jack Kennedy; Mrs. E. J. West; Mrs. John Irvan; Mrs. man in the
800 OLIVE VI.
sah. Benton. Mayfield, Wickliffe
- A pink color theme wis carried points in this room. Refreshments
Beale; Mrs. Jack Sharborough; John Ed Scott; Mrs. Charles 'I llve the Air Force and I won't
fruit was on the desk.
and Hopkinsville attended and out in the large living room fea- wer.: served.
say this is my last hitch.
The guest room featured red Mrs L. 9 Diu ,uici Mrs. R H. Clark and Mrs. Ed Griffin.
On the stairway landing stood
signed the guest register.
turing • a tall pink tree with
scene of and white arrangements of canCathedral
lighted
white
a
and
pink
prisms,
glistening
The drive leading to Inc home ;
glass windows with cawas marked by gaily lighted butterflies, angels and- bluebirds stained
feathery rollers. The hall upstairs displayon -the
Christmas trees and rope ways. t spotlighted
ft
suggestions made by, the
The entrance featured an arch ! boughs. The piano was beautiful ed
An arrangement
iaterspersed with ! with an angel orchestra in pastel club members.
of green.j
pink reindeer hnd sleigh
fruit, nuts' and poinsettias. The t tones and sequin stars. The of
here.
!appeared
tiered
a
held
table
coffee
lightwere
columns of the home
By FRANK ELEAZER
An -old-fashioned" Christmas
ed. Music was heard softly both alabaster compote holding gold
portrayed in the master United Press Staff Correspondent
outside and inside. The invitation . balls and beads surrounded by was
WASHINGTON it/I —About 100
The mantle was banked
i to the public was contained in mantle contained a lovely Ma- bedroom.
arrangelpuni of the pleed with white branch-ss in which of the 1,000 candidates for U.S
donna
fishibned
key
gold
beautiful
1 the
House seats in last month's election have failed to file required
reports on campaign receipts and
expenses, it was learned today.
The list includes some congressional candidates who were
elected on Nov. 6 But there apparently is no thought of punishthem.
Under the law, each house candidate must file itemized reports
leSiT#A RNLI
eil4WVPSIORSIBlaiiilekt
with the clerk of the house on
his campaign contributions and
spending. These reports are due
10 days before and 30 days after
the election.
Penalty Of One Year
Violators are liable to a maximum penalty of one year in prisMen, do you have difficulty in selecting a gift for your wife or girl friend? Cons* to Belk-Settle Cosnon and $1,000 fine, or both. When
pany on Monday and let our efficient sales force assist you.
the violation is willful, the maxiTo greet you at Christmas
mum penalty is two years in
prison, and.a $10,000 fine.
our warm, sincere wishes
Investigators for the Senate
Elections subcommittee are lookfor a glad and glorious
ing through the reports, but not
with any intention of recommending any criminal prosecuholiday. May the inspiration
tions. They are merely seeking
information and guidance to help
of the Christmas story ever
them write a new and more
realistic election law.
be a 'comfort and 8 joy
In addition to the delinquencies, a sampling by the United
to you and yours.
Press showed these other, facts:
Excess Spending'
YOU'VE NEVER SEEN DOOR PRIZES LIKE THESE! Nothing to buy. Just come in and register. You
Some reports howed apparent
do not have to be present to win one of these wonderful gifts. no lucky name will be drawn on the
spending in excess of the legal
limit. The ceiling ranges from
... whether you buy anything or net.
niitht of registration. Come register.
$2,500 to $5,000, depending on
the size of the district vote.
Other reports indicate that
VAiss"AVAWAVAVAVAIVAWAZ
substantial sums have been spent
under headings not coverd by
the limitation, with relstively
small outlays for expenses that
must be reported.
Like the delinquents, violators
of the spending limit are liable
to fines and prison terms. But
as far as the clerk's office can
recall, no one ever has been
prosecuted under the law. And
no one is likely to be prosecuted
t.
nor
was explained that while
technical violations are always
Vte..711P`t:'.315321aBloM MilePSISF
Attii Mgt
Rea Yeitsets
numerous, the law does not give
the house clerk, or anyone else,
responsibility for its enforcement.

4-H Club News

1.1ore Than 3011 Persons Tour First
Holiday House .-It Eltnus Beale home

REMEMBER...
for Fine Gifts
and Books

r

Murray Gift
Shop

'

100 Fail To File
Expense Accounts

*4x-ttoXiOtti*ig-tto&-=

3 BIG NIGHTS
AT

4

THE

BELK - SETTLE CO. •
Monday,December 17
From 5 to 8 P.M.

•

MEN'S NIGHT
With Many Outstanding

Free Dol)r Prizes
Tuesday,December 18
From 5 to 8 P.M.

LADIES' NIGHT

Morgan & Thurman Grocery

Here's your chance to get his p resent without his being along

Wednesday,December 19
From 5 to 8 P.M.

etI4 REIBURRES„,
T

o our 'family of

CHILDREN'S NIGHT
Santa Claus In Person
FREE BALLOONS!!

FREE CANDY!!

cherished friends,

r.=210.V-14=V-AZIAVOt.

Is. wish the joys of a

Door. Prizes

good old-fashioned
Christmas.

CHILDRENS NIGHT

MEN'S NIGHT

WOMENS NIGHT

Candies

Men's Suit $34.50
Champ Hat $8.35
Wings Shirt $2.95

$19.50 Dress
$14.95 Dress
$5.95 Nylon Slip

.And along with
our greetings, we'd like
to send our sincere

Santa Claus

thanks for the
opportunity
of serving

letRc IMIIL-IlefiA

Ri.t 3afT,S54-7.WM ASS Rea MBA

Start Registering at 5:00-Prizes Given at

8:00

WE WILL BE OPEN UNTIL 8:00 p.m. UNTIL CHRISTMAS
BEGINNING FRIDA Y, DECEMBER 14

all our

patrons.

-

DENTON BUICK COMPANY
207-209 S. SEVENTH

BELK

SETTLE CO.

Kentucky

Murray,

'WINN

.
I

•

.5

•

7-1
-_

•

or

•
•

_

•
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lifts

30 per word for one day, minimum of 17

words

for ggo - 6c

I.J

for three days. Classified ads are payable In advance.

Times Office Supply Department
has just received a new shipment of world globeri, moun
FOR LEASE: Service station and on attractive stands. Take your EAST- SIDE of Duplex apartrestaurant on U.S. Hwy. 641, nine pick in size and pgiee. Excellent ment with separate bath and
D2Inc entrances,
miles south of Murray, Ky. Rea- Christmas gifts.
$30 per month. Near
PEARL HARBOR, T.H. API -A
sonable rent. Equipment furnishcollege. Phone 721.
D18F flash enemy attack conceivably
ed. C-..1 Mursay 838 for details. WE CUSTOM CUT and wrap
could flatten Pearl Harbor again.
your pork and beef. Henry Lee leIVE ROOM Duplex
apartment
TFC
The immediate defenses of the
Jones' Slaughter House, cold- With bath. Oil furnace heat.
Near
big naval base itself seem almost
CLEANING 'HOLIDAY Special. water. Ky. Phone Fi 5-2755,
college. Available last of Dec.
as prone as they were 15 years
We clean rugs, upholstery, paintD18P Call 1451.
DI8C
ago this morning.
ed
walls, wall paper, floors
But it would not be ,another
cleaned and pelishad. Call Jesse LET US DO your Barbecuing. NICE PLACE for 3 college boys,
I. TJcicer, 1111 W. Main Street. Bring meat Friday and Saturday. at $12.50 each. Zlectric heat. "Pearl Harbor." Today the Unit2
P!unie_l_05L-1.!
Phone 1936-W. Rusiness 4th & Louella's Barbecue, Hazel Hwy. /
DISP ed States Pacific Fleet is farPhone 1353-R,
D19C
flung, combat ready anl prec :ed
Sycamore, phone 25
Specialty
to fend off and strike bac/.
Battleship row where the Caliith
Nall & Deterger Co
J2C
fornia, the Maryland, the Oklaan atomic. walker.
---- SINGER SEWING niachine rephoma, the West Virginia, t h e
I EXPERIENCED Waitress Phone
hard
resentative in Murray. For sales
The Navy learned
Tennessee, the Arizona and the
503 or 1887. College Grill. D 1 9C
service, repair contact Henry 2 SAUSAGE MILLS. one small
way 15 years ago when Japanese
Trent, 408 S 6th. Phone 1650.
dive bombers sneaked in over Nevada were moored 15 years
electric $30. One large electric,
ago, is all but cieseCted today.
Pearl Mellor and knorked
TFC $85. One 1951 Chevrolet Panel
18 ships of the line. Never again Only the Arizona, which took a
truck, sew tires. Phone 1981.
D„p
will $O warships ee nestled in 1,000-lb bomb down one of her
The WHOLE WORLD for Christthe sprawling port as they were
mae. That's riglit. The Ledger &
stacks remains, as a l'emincier
- , Those Ailing on Dec. 7, 1941.
• T
2
size 12 and ..M1AMI
yesterday's tragedy
are
saucers
sweeping
back
radar
With
receivers
agin. ,
14. Gad'condition. Ladle.S.
A radar expert for Pan AmerIng
sizes
15-16.
Good
oak
-tt.v.hCATE
dinette
PRE /Fle
ican Airways here said ViednksAnswer to Saturday's PUS21-0
;Lute. Bargains. 1630, Farmer Ave..
day that he sOotted, an
Phone 1121.
DITP
NMI MR@ ONOWP
flying object ,.on, ‘his
33- rootlike part
ACROSS
, .
0013 WIlre 0111131110
39-I'man of sight
1-Small rug
sebeefi Nov. 8 which z.inped o'er
410-r nit of
4-Fen
gm.
121121 in.00a112
ENGLISH SETTER pups, 9 weeks south Florida at an estimated
electrical
9-Possessed
YINEM OWN
Measurement
32-Be mistaken
*14f DESTRUCTIVE TERMITE
old. Weaned. Good stock. $15 4,000 miles per hour.
MOM MOU
OMR
(pl.)
12-Place for
$20.'Pho'ne f,r 64-3443. • DI8P • The radar's-nen, Donald Priv42-War god
combat
0012421 MOM@
44-(Ireek Wipe
14-Beverage
stoirhe, said the ebject was "four
gaiilagSS!
47-Great Lake
15-Blemishes
FREE INSPECTION
01014101U CRAM'
61-Father or
17-Come into
SMALL 6 MOsl. OLD PUP, part to five times larger" than lily
•
view
mother
akciaft
ir
observed
MOM WEB
:fie
past.
at Terrier. !louse bratty. Call
13'- Manifest
19-Sacred song
- A
Clfgkilg
Irreestone.said -six other. Ain
65-Bitter vetch
20-Befor•
19.14-J.
,DIPC
A6
A
MOM
neat
LS-Eagles
-Approach
22
American raOar exRerts, dont'
'A ,T A
55-Insect egg
22-Relationship
ed his obSerLation. They wati-Licensed and Insured25-Sink in middle
69-Plaee
L
UNE BM
ONE EXTRA good Speed Queen ed Ple objqet zig aag through
Mi-Tort
29-Underworld
61-Chinese
god
San. Kelle•
wringer washer, also two repos,skies for 20 minutes.
.
pagoda
Mk-Harvesta
3-British
84-Inducing
sessed clothes dryers. Se M. G.
He described the object las
Phow•
streetcar
DOWN
vomiting
D19C egg-shaped or 'oval-shaped apd
Richardson or call 74.
4- Pro%ide crew
36-Burden with
5- Poison
1-Network
•task
said it first- appeared 65
6-Note of scale
2-A"oirivg to the
37-Stone carved
i - F.stic
7-Scoff
r,..]Jet
TWO-WHEEL Trailer, in good southwest of Miami at an 11
5-Cut or meat
'to 8,000 Met
of
titude
.7,000
condition. See at 301 S. 8th St.,
9-ReAbit
o il
going about 000 miles per hour.
10-Seaweed
or call 142.
D19NC
wub,tamst
"I didn't believe in such thing-;
11-Antlered
2
before. Freestone said. "But aftanimal
16-Writing fluid
er this happened I got some
8
It,
l5
it-FMiehe
books and read up on it. Now
91 Roans (al,to.)
24-Pecultardy
I'm convinced it was something
9
/
2;-Wi1ne oui
1
that is out of our experience,
27-Wine con
so far as aircraft is concerned.
28-Preeletes .too•
Giant rockets, such as the'
3^ 3>
35
3
21-Fruit (Mei:
7 18 119
I.
2-Wort: at one's
Viking which was fired last I
trade
34
week at the guided missile test
PHILLIPS 16 TIRES - BATTERIES - OIL - GAS
743.-Plague
center at Cape Canaveral 200
s9
34-Egyntian god
$7
miles north of Miami, are be74S-Forolte
.4,
4l-Man',, name
- Open 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Sundays rz
,
lieved capable of attaining speeds
.0
4t-Series
up to 4,000 miles per hour.
4., Simians
9 So
7 :
.7
44-Unusual
3 94 45

NOTICE

Gift

per word

FOR REX!

Enemy Attack
Could Flatten
Pearl Again

41

•

,

•

N TICE

In order to give our employees 3 (three)

days vacation and rest, the following launries and cleaning plants will be closed

Dec. 24th and Dec. 25th. Please get your

laundry and cleaning in early, that it can
be ready for a.:-..ivery by Dec. 22nd.

HELP WANT
_ ED
__I

FOR SALE

THANK YOU
* PASCHALL CLEANERS

Reported Again
Flying Saucers Are,

* COLLEGE CLEANERS

Boys JACKETS,

•

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

wr

TERMHES

e Coon-

•

Kelley's Pest
Cfmtrol
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;WIMP

4-H Club News -

the sky and early warning planes
pointed as chairman. Janet 'fake two Ch '...ma., puerna read to
extending the lute far out to sea,
gave the treasurers report.
1 Bettie .!rnilh and Janet Like.
enemy bombert, would find the '
The Senior 4-H Club of Kirk- s Mr. Vaughn and Mrs. Wrather Nancy Bazzel: led the group
harbor deserted °teen if they got
discussethe cliff, ent project : in singing Curtruas songs. p
terough to unload their bombs. sey met Wednesday December to
terlemhers. Mrs. Kenn,tit
The meeting was called to
are
leet
Pacific
ships
spreaci
The meeting was adjourned
order by president, Annettv Pal- Palm2r told eve./one v.I.o theta
out to
edney, Australia, and
by Nancy Bassett.
community kau.x wouk be.
mer.
Talpeh. Pormesa, from San DieEva Mae Mc -all." Reporter
Pledges to the flags were leg
The program
mide up Of
go, Calif. to Sasebo, Japan.
., by Stella Adams and
Carolyn
The 'ig, lumbering battlewa- Jean Palmer.
guns have given way to fast
Linda Lawson resigned as secattack
carriers and
rocket - retary so a reele;tion was held
launching smaller craft. Sub- for a new one. Anita Brandon
marin:s which once blasted Jap- was elected. The roll call wet
aneoc shipping beneath the water riastvered by each one telling
can now strike through the air where they would like to go
with guided Missiles packing an , on their
acat.on .h :
atomic war head.
members and four
woz c
present.
mid
re
rtuigntoA
i
daH
asrancouic
long
ase th
:
oig
During the hes' ezs session
semble here. Carriers and subs
a committee was .opointed to
and put up 4-H Club sign-.along the •
hurry out in keeping with atom- highway. Nancy Bazzell waS a9------age strategy. Cries 4.? "-.he fleet's
in" seldom are heard in Honolulu
any more.

* MURRAY CLEANERS
Man's Diamond Ring
available to match all
engagement rings
$75 to

250

$125.00

DIXIE CLEANERS

Furches

•

* SUPERIOR Laund.-y-Cieaners

JEWELRY
E. Side Sq

* JONES CLEANERS

* BOONE Laundry-Clear.._rs

Ph, 193-J I

I

LOVETT & ROBERTS
PHILLIPS 66 SERVICE STATION

er. You
on the

53

52

So

15 Fortniirle
49...Leese

54 cr

.5

#&VOL
1
1,49

61
Dula. s

By WILLIAM MOLE

C

•

efr

S!!

GHT

1:00

:ky

t$

d,
by permission of the book's publisher. Dod
1566 by William Mole. Reprinted
Distributed by King Features :::.'ndicatit.

Mead k Co.
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kill them draw level. They looked at
and the achievement would
CHAPTER 30
one another and crossed the road
next day. Perry turned up
again.
• • •
The taller of the two-DeteciTnthe Shepley Arms as usual,
For the second night running
Cassince
time
first
the
tive Sergeant Villiers, Casson rebut, for
rigidly
lay
He
awake.
lay
Perry
membered-came straight up to
son had known him, he looked
on his back. His eyes were tightCasson.
tired. For a time he said nothing.
mind was whirl- them and addressed
his
but
closed,
ly
"Excuse me, sir," he said. "I
Then casually he asked:
fixed circle.
a
in
ing
police officer." He held out
"Did you hear a row last
That police officer could only am a
to show the warrantwallet
his
had
there
night?"
have wanted to see if
wonder if you and this
"I
card.
looked
He
Why?"
burglar.
"Row? No.
really been a
care to
innocent to other gentleman would
"A policeman wok:: me up too young and too
us?"
help
But
purpose.
other
seen
he'd
any
said
conceal
about midnight and
"I am always delighted to help
insisted in going all
a burglar on my roof. He insisted why had he
the law," Casson replied pomwas
houle?
I
room.
the
over
every
on going into
pously. "What do you wish us
Perry turned over on his side.
for an exemost annoyed. He was a very inforgotten any- to do? Test the rope
have
couldn't
He
man."
quisitive
flat? He cution
Macfarlane's
in
thing
nature,'
"They're curious by
Casson heard the faint intake
had checked that there was no
said Casson r.ear-u.'.ngly. "They'll string left in the mat where he of breath from Perry.
"No, sir," Villiers replied. "We
sniff anything to see whether it
had pulled it up against the door. have an identification parade. ts. e
smells."
fallen
pieces
two
the
of
1-lad one
someone will recogPerry finished his beer and got out of 'his pocket? He remem- want to see if
nize a suspect and we have to
up to leave.
bered counting them when he get
mix him up with a lot of inno"If you're not busy tomorrow," home. They were safe. He had
cent people se as to make the
said Casson. "it might interest checked on the handkerchief Also. Identification more certain. It's
you to corn, along with me. I'm What els:.• could there have been? purely voluntary, of eecrse."
lie switched on the light and
going to Chiswick House to :ook
"I don't think ..." Perry begat.
at some William and Mary took two aspirins. At all costs he but Casson broke in on him:
'tema
just
was
chairs."
must sleep. It
"We shall come with you. Offl•
His stom"I don't think I will," Perry porary fit of nerves.
cer," Casson replied.
betfeel
would
He
upset.
ungraciously.
was
ach
replied, rather
Reluctantly Perry moved off
tonforrow.
with them. When the police offi"I wish you would. I'd like ter
• • •
cers had drawn ahead, Peri,'
your advice."
While they were walking up to
''Very well," he said. "Eleven Chiswick House the next morning whispered to Casson:
"I've got to get back tor my
"
IDmarow morning.
Casson scrutinized him closely. meal, you know. You go alone'
dinfor
Cane's
as
not
but
to
went
Calls&
Perry looked tired,
without me."
ner and rang Strait.
tired as he had done the day be.
"Don't be a apoil-sport," Cas"Hullo, hullo," said Strutt. fore. He seemed to be recovering
son said loudly. "Besides, it's
"Have yos broken him?"
balance Which was all to the one's duty to help the police, you
"Not yet But the dramatic good. Every time you were know."
saeiety Was superb'
knocked off poise 'you found It
Perry was quiet until they had
"What's up?"
more difficult to regain
out into the Chiswick High
come
Chiato
going
"Ho and I are
Chiswick House was a stately Road and turned towards the po
morning.
in
cool
tomorrow
' wick House
grace. The galleries were
lice station. Then he pulled a
At eleven. That's the tihie for the contrast to the summer warmth watch out of his pocket an
boys
The
moved
Perry
fireworks
and
of
Casson
next set
outside.
looked at it.
can pick us up in Burlington slowly through them,. remarking
"I think I really must go
Lane or Chiswick Lane. And lay on a high-backed, heavily carved home." he said firmly. "Tye just
on the show for just atter' chair, admiring a crystal and sil- remembered I left something iv
twelve!:
Ver'reliquary casket.
the ot en."
• • •
"Marvelous." said Perry, star"You can't go now, old man,"
titne„,...,
long
Casson sat on for a
at the bright box.
said Casson. "They won't believe
Canea.
of
om
in the dining-ro
There was something disgust- that yarn for a moment and
brooding over the few moves at
ing in this man gazing with such they'll think you've got a guilty
ordered
Ha
game.
the
left in
There's
dqire at a thing which had conscience. Come on
glass of brandy and-took it into hawed. an object of adoration: nothing to it."
thtedeserted smoking-room. Ly-' gazing at it with mean and vora- .They had only been in the waiting back in a huge leather arm- cious greed.
ing room of the police station for
chair, he realized that he- had
they . emerged. they a minute when Superintendent
When
poLnClte
overlooked the essential
strolled slow1t up Burlington Weldon came in.
could soften Perry by fear. But
"Much obliged to you gentleLane. Casson topped to light a
conby
w
mas
the way to hrFg hi
and glanced backwards. , men," he said. "We won't decigarette
the
be
must
ntrft
reit In the
them were the two plain.!tent you long. If you'd be Kind
Parry's character , Behind
distortion i
other
s. clothes policemen. One of them enough to line up with' the
l
ca
asid
hint:
wreck
wpuld
that
men in there, it'll all be over in
nodded slightly.
son Was now convinced that the
Casson and Perry strolled on. , a minute."
strongest distortion in him was
into Chiswick
snobbery, allied to vanity. He When they %rimed
Perry begins to crack up
crossed the
wanted to see hiniself in print. Lane, the policemen brisk pace
as stark panic grips his mind.
a
at
walked
and
road
a
.He wanted to be a member of
Fle sPre to rend Chapter 31,
side. net of the
'club, ces....n could help him to up the cppasile
in this new spaper Moutlay.
Casson saw
eye
his
of
corner
ambitions
achieve one of those
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by Ernie Buslimiller

NANCY

DO YOU
TO BUY

WA N T

THIS?

HOW MUCH
MONEY DO
YOU MAKE
MISTER

PERFUME
254

•

ABB1E

by

an' SLATS
slf)l.i'VE GIVEN
ME MAN'.'
MOMENTS OF
SWEET
PLEASuRE

YES-- EVE •
TELL THEM, SUE -TELL THEM YOU'VE
PICOED A' AND LETS GET ON NITH
THE WEDDNG; IT'S NOT DECENT
TO POSTPONE SOMETHiNG AS
IMPORTANT AS THIS,'

L. DECIDED;

Raebeum Van Buren

I...I (CHOKE) WISH
THE BOTH 0' YOU THE
BEST 0' LUCK -

NO WAIT!!

STAY ALERT, STAY
ALIVE, MAKE IT
WHEN
I )RIVE

cL, 'EE

by Al Capp

L1L' ABNER
:•.c.P• "Iv- L/00D BUMS
ONL3
c.tuviiTt.5
ETA-JUR f0P-SOIL--!•

NOT

OP-

Ea) LIKEWISE, /
HONGRY,
AL L TH.SOFT
MAMM59
PARTS 0'OUR
ROCKS!!

(=Pa-Y:5slat,AIGAS,
BC/TIN.4 FEW DAYS 4
THE YZ.L.-eiorwitx-01.40-

00h4Vg-CORPSES'
MAKES•WGHTY
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/at RACKE7.
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Fatty Meals
Have Effect
On Health
May the glow of hol,clay
By
.
IDELOS SMITH
Umted Press SCHIne• gdIter

cheer br ghten the homes of
our many &and tf,encis

so h,gh)y. Our thanks to you all.

Scottie's Shell Service
12th and Chestnut

Here is a wish that
a thousand joys bit yours
this happy Christmas.

Sycamore
Service
CHARLES TIDWELL
and 0. T. PASCHALL

JUST TO SAY,

FOR YOUR FRIENDLY
PATRONAGE DURING
•
•
•
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THE PAST YEAR
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Shirley Florist

Jere is a hopc that the joy

wih
..t Th
.e
Coagulation

of the Christmas season will
abide uith

NEW YORK 41t —Scientific
expirunents with 20 healthy men
' between 35 and 80 years old have
shown vividly what fatty meals
do to the blood. They increase
the chemical ability of the blood
to coagulate. or clot.
4, That isn't helpful in men whose
!aging bodies may well contain
the other conditions which, when
all are combined, lead to clots
in arteries or veins. These clots
'bring about some hears attacks
and other life-challenging "accidents" in the blod circulatory
system.
There had been some controversy in science on whether
much fat in the diet could affect
the clotting ability of the blood.
Mrs. Ratko Buzina and Ancel
Keys of the University of Minnesota designed their experiment
with much exactitude with the
idea of ending the controversy.
Under Rigid Controls
' They worked in the "rigidly
controlled" metabolic ward of
he Hastings (Minn.) State HosMat where the end results of
everythin3 which goes into the
)(idles of patients are precisely
measured.
After a night's sleep and with
empty atom:. •
.J men gave
up blood
.nto needles
inserted in,o arm ..ins. Then
they const.
:Ara calories in
the form OE errant c:ntaining 40
oer cent beheerat. More blood
samples were drawn one hour
later, two hours and a half later,
tour hours later, an five and a
half hour's later.
This same experiment also was
built around a meal of 940 calories made up of rice, sugar and
"divinity" candy, but containing
only one-tenth of a gram of fat,
which hardly
a touch. Thus,
the scientists .d bloOd samples
of the "no-meal" state and of
varying times after "high fat"
and "low fat" meals.
All these samples were measured chemically in test tubes
for clotting times. A.1.1 all the
results were subiected to checks,
double checks and then to statistical analysis of the thorough
kind that, scientists don't argue
;

wl•ose patronage .e volJe

Time Lowered
whole blood coagulation
time was significantly shortened
after the tett meal, especially at
two and a half to five and a half
hours afterward, but was essentially unaltered after a non-fatty a
meal or during continued fact- IJ
•ng." the doctors reported to
technieal publication of -t- h e
American Heart Association.
They recalled previous expert- 14
ments which "indicated" that fats
in the digestive tract "influence
blood coagulation." They also recalled two previous experiments
which indicated the very op- '
6
posite. The "raw data" of one et
these two they subjected to
statistical analysis which, they
said, "demonstrates clearly that
its results were erroneously interpreted.

ists alwa”. May its spirit of good
kilo% ship live in your heart
throughout die new

Ellis Pump & Pipe Co.
•••••

k

o you, our
friends and patrons,
we extend every good wish for

by torn Sawyer and Health Knit
TEE SHIRTS .. 79c TOM SAWYER
PAJAMAS
$2.95

ctitigliSMOUNISSIESOI•Nr-alli/NipESS3WESAI

a happy holiday season, with our sincere
thanks for the privilege
of serving you over the years.

for onIY 100

Monk's Super Service

this useful
pierced
Serving Spoon

TOM SAWYER
DRESS SHIRTS

regularly $2.50

SAVE $1.50
We make th,s startling
offer to introduot a new
Concept in silverwar•.
HOLMES & EDWARDS
De•pSilver
silwerplat•
larished all o•er wall pure
timer and sup•rbly fin-

A

ished for years of distinguished ter•ice. Se• it
Sow!

s you worship in the

Church
pf your chbice, may
r

useIlf

•4,...j

WW1 PITT=

Christmas bring you the most precious

TOM SAWYER
FLANNEL PANTS $7.105
Tom Sawyer
SPORT
SHIRTS
$1.98
and
$2.98

- gift of all ...peace and contentment. And may the
spirit of Him whose birth we celebrate abide with you now and
throughout the'unning year. May all the true joys of Christmas be yours.

Just a friendly
greeting to thank all
our kind friends and patrons and

Murray livestock Company

to wish therathe very merriest of holidays.

Colson Gulf Service
J. B. COLSON. owner
4th & Chestnut
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Phone 193-J
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